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Section  A 
 

Q.1 : Note [Objective questions papers were collected back by examiner after the 
examination.] Total numbers of objective question were asked- 30 Nos. (01 Marks 
each) Total of 30 Marks. 

 

 
 
Q.2(1) : What is stoichiometric fuel air ratio? Calculate stoichiometric air fuel ratio 
for propane gas. 
 
Answer :  
 
Stoichiometric fuel air ratio : All the available oxygen is used to burn the fuel 
completely or atleast to the best possible value. For Unit mass of fuel how much air 
theoretically required to burn all the combustible content of fuel. This ratio is called 
the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. 
 
Calculation of  stoichiometric air fuel ratio for propane gas[C3H8] : 

Propane+ Oxygen Carbon di-oxide+Water 
C3H8 + 5O2 =  3CO2 + 4H2O 
3x12+1x8 5x16x2  3(12+2x16) 4(2x1+16) 
44  160  132  72 

It means 44gm propane required 160gm of oxygen, which is equivalent to 
695.65(160/0.23) gm of Air. Therefore 1 gm of propane required 15.81(695.65/44)gm of 
Air. Hence ration Stoichiometric air fuel ratio will be 15.81:1. 

 
Q.2(2) : 1 cubic meter of steam at pressure of 8ata and having dryness fraction of 
0.9, losses 1000Kcals of heat at constant pressure. Calculate dryness fraction at 
the end of heat loss. 
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Q.2(3) : In a boiler trial 1250kg of coal is consumed in a 24hours. The mass of 
water evaporated is 13000kg and the mean effective pressure is 7bar. The feed 
water temperature is 40*C heating value of coal is 30000KJ/KG. The enthalpy of 1 
kg of steam at 7bar is 2570.7KJ/KG. Determine. 
(i) Equivalent evaporation per kg of coal. 
(ii) Efficiency of the boiler. 
 
Solution : 

(i) Equivalent evaporation =Qty. of steam generation/Qty. of fuel consumption 
     =13000/1250 =10.4  

(ii) Efficiency of Boiler  =Output heat/Input heat 
     =Ms(hs-hf)/QxGCV 
     =13000(2570.7-167.28)/1250x30000 
     =31244460/37500000=0.8332 =83.32% 
 
Q.3 : A boiler operates 300 days of year at 80% efficiency. The unit rated at 27215 
kg/hr. operates at 7.82atm. It burns natural gas for 80% time and burns furnace oil 
for rest of time. Average annual boiler loading is 60% with input of 11347303 
kcal/hr without economizer.  
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Fuel consumption is 
 (1)Natural gas consumption is 1274.25 N mt cube/hr at 60% laod and  
(2) Furnace oil consumption is 1.459 mt cube/hr at 60% load. 
 
After adding economizer, Boiler feed water flow rate at 60% load is 17145kg/hr. 
Feed water temperature at inlet & outlet of eco is 64*C & 95*c respectively. 
Flue gas temperature at inlet and outlet of eco is 260*C & 149*C respectively. 
Determine : 

1. The fuel saving using the economizer in %. 
2. The annual fuel cost without installing the economizer. 
3. Total annual saving of fuel cost after installing the economizer. 
4. If installation cost of economizer is Rs. 6,00,000.00. Calculate the pay back 

period in month. Considering Natural gas cost Rs. 1.06 N meter cube & 
Furnace oil cost Rs. 1255 per meter cube. 

 
Solution : 

1. The fuel saving using the economizer in %=> 
Boiler heat input without economizer at 60% loading =11347303 Kcal/hr 
Natural gas, which is 80% of input heat=9077842.4 Kcals/hr  
At 60% load Natural gas consumption is 1274.25 N mt cube/hr  
GCV of Natural gas=9077842.4/1274.25=7124 Kcals/ m3 
Furnace oil, which is 20% of input heat=2269460.6 Kcals/hr 
Furnace oil consumption is 1.459 mt cube/hr at 60% load 
GCV of Furnace oil=1555490.473 Kcals/ m3 
Total heat by addition of economizer at 60% Loading=MxCpx∆t 
       =17145x1x(95-64)=531495Kcals/hr. 
Saving of heat at 80% Boiler efficiency=531495/0.80=664368.75 Kcals/hr 
Natural gas saving =664368.75x0.80=531495 Kcals/hr 
Saving of Natural gas=531495/7124=74.61 N m3/hr 
Furnace oil saving=664368.75x0.20=132873.75 Kcals/hr 
Saving of furnace oil=132873.75/1555490.473=0.085 m3/hr 
 

2. The annual fuel cost without installing the economizer : 
Natural gas cost per year=1274.25x300x24x1.06= Rs. 9724999.68 
Furnace oil cost per year=1.459x300x24x1255= Rs. 13183524.00 
Annual fuel cost without installing economizer= 

=Rs. 9724999.68 + Rs. 13183524 
= Rs. 22908523.68 = Rs. 22.91Lacks 
 

3. Total annual saving of fuel cost after installing the economizer : 
Natural gas cost saving per year=74.61x300x24x1.06= Rs. 569423.52 
Furnace oil cost saving per year=0.085x300x24x1255= Rs. 768060 
Annual saving of fuel after installation the economizer= 
    = Rs. 569423.52 + Rs. 768060 
    =Rs. 1337483.52= Rs. 1.34 Lacks 
 

4. Payback Period= Project cost/Saving cost=6/1.34=4.48 Years=54 months 
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Q.4.1 : If a one ball of coal of 150 c.c. volume breaks in to small 150 pcs. of ball 
having a volume of 1 c.c. of each ball, Calculate how many times the surface area 
exposed to heat for combustion will increase? 
 
Solution : 
Volume of ball “V”= (4/3).π.r3 
Radius of ball r=3√(3V/4π) 
Radius of one ball of 150cc “r”= 3√([3x150x7]/[4x22])=3.3cm 
Radius of one ball of 1cc “r”= 3√([3x1x7]/[4x22])=0.62cm 
Ball total surface area A =4πr2  
150cc ball surface area=4x22x3.3x3.3/7=136.9 sq cm 
1cc ball surface area=4x22x0.62x0.62/7=4.83 sq. cm 
Total surface area of 150 numbers of 1cc ball=150x4.83=724.5 sq cm 
Times of surface area exposed to heat for combustion=724.5/136.9= 5 times(Appx.) 
 
Q.4.2 : Calculate suitable nearby size of pipe in inch to carry 10 ton of steam per 
hour at a pressure of 10 kg/sq.cm. Consider velocity of steam is 40 mts/sec. 
 
Solution : 

 
Specific volume of 10kg/sqcm pressure steam=0.19430 m3/kg 
Mass of steam =10tons/hr=10000kg/hr=2.78kg/sec 
Total volume of steam=0.19430x2.78=0.54 m3/sec 
Velocity of steam=40m/s 
Cross sectional area m2 =Volume flow rate(m3/sec)/Velocity(m/s) 
   Π.r2 =0.54/40=0.0135 m2 
   r2 =0.0135/3.14=0.0043 
Radius of pipe “r”=√0.0043=0.0656 meter=2.58inch 
Diameter of pipe=2x2.58=5.16inch 
 
Q.4.3 : Derive formulae from basic concept : 

(1) 1 Kg/sqcm.=14.22 P.S.I. 
(2) 1 Kcal= 3.97 BTU 

 
Solution : 

(1) 1 Kilogram/square cm =2.2046(Pounds)/0.39(inch)x0.39(inch) =2.2046/0.1521 = 
14.49 P.S.I.(Pound square inch). 
 

(2) 1 Kcal= 1000calories=4.184x1000jouls=4184 joules=4184/1055.056= 
3.97BTU(British thermal Unit) 

 
Q.4.4 : During the ESP performance evaluation study the inlet gas stream to ESP 
is 289920 Nm3/hr and the dust loading is 5500mg/Nm3. The outlet gas stream form 
ESP is 301100 Nm3/hr. and the dust loading is 110mg/Nm3. How much fly ash is 
collected in the system during the day in ton? 
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Solution : 
Volume at Inlet & Outlet gas stream of ESP is 289920 Nm3/hr & 301100 Nm3/hr. 
Dust loading at inlet gas stream of ESP=5500mg/Nm3=0.0055kg/Nm3. 
Dust loading at outlet gas stream of ESP=110mg/Nm3=0.00011kg/Nm3. 
Dust collection in ESP ash hoppers = 

=Inlet gas stream dust concentration -outlet gas stream dust concentration 
=(Volume at I/L stream x SPM at I/L)-(Volume at O/L stream x SPM at O/L) 
=(289920x0.0055)-(301100x0.00011) =1594.56-33.121  
=1561.439kg/hr =37474.536 kg/day=37.474536 Tones/day 

 
Q.4.5 : A boiler operates at pressure of 15.00 kg/sqcm and generate steam of 15 
ton/hr. If boiler is derated to 8.00 kg/sqcm pressure, What will be the steam 
generation? 
 
Solution : 
Steam generating capacity at 15 Kg/sq cm = 15TPH=15000kg/hr 
Specific volume of steam at 15 Kg/sq cm is 0.13167 m3/kg 
Therefore volume of boiler will be=15000x0.13167=1975.05 m3 
Specific  volume of steam at 8 Kg/sq cm is 0.24026 m3/kg 
Steam generating capacity will be  =Volume of boiler/specific volume of steam 
     =1975.05/0.24026=8220.47kg/hr=8.22047TPH 
 
Q.5.1 : What is ECR and MCR of boiler? 
 
Answer : 
 
ECR is the Economical continuous rating of any boiler which is mostly about 65 to 85% 
of boiler rated capacity.  
 
MCR is the Maximum continuous rating of any boiler which is mostly about 110% of 
boiler rated capacity. 
 
Q.5.2 : What is the effect of boiler loading on boiler efficiency? 
  
Answer : 
Effect of boiler loading on boiler efficiency:  
Optimum boiler efficiency occurs at 65%–85% of full load. As the steam demand falls, so 
does the value of the mass flow rate of the flue gases through the tubes. This reduction 
in flow rate for the available heat transfer area helps to reduce the exit flue gas 
temperature by a small extent, reducing the sensible heat loss. However, at below 50% 
load, most combustion appliances need more excess air to burn the fuel completely, and 
this would increase the sensible heat loss. Operation of a boiler at low loading should be 
avoided. 
 
 
Q.5.3 : List out the type of steam traps used in boiler plants and describe different 
method of testing for better performance of steam traps ? 
 
Answer : 
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Steam trap performance is very important for fuel economy in all steam-use systems and 
is one of the major energy efficiency opportunities which can yield surprising results. 

1. Traps that are open, meaning those draining steam and condensate, result in 
loss of energy and direct loss of condensate (the purest form of water) and 
significant economic loss as boiler operating costs increase. 

2. Traps that are closed, or become blocked, result in reduced heating capacity of 
steam heating equipment, and direct loss of production, which is undesirable. 

 
Q.5.4 : Write down full form of following abbreviation in connection with Boiler 
and pressure vessel code.  
(a) IBR 1923, (b) GBR 1966, (c) TEMA, (d) ASME,  ( e ) ANSI 
 
Answer : Full form of Boiler related abbreviations : 
(a) IBR 1923 :  Indian Boiler Act 1923 
(b) GBR 1966 : Gujrat Boiler Rules 1966 
(c) TEMA : Tubular Exchanger Manufacturer Association 
(d) ASME :  American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 
( e ) ANSI : American National Standard Istitute. 
 
Q.6 :  Calculate tube plate thickness of shell type boiler having working pressure 
14.00 Kg/sq.cm and diameter of circle between staying points are  
(1) Between stay tube, stay tube and shell= 315mm 
(2) Between gusset, Gusset and shell=327mm 
(3) Between gusset, stay tube and shell=300mm. 
Use formulae  W.P.=[(E-E1)/CD]2XF1 
Where, W.P. = Working pressure in kg/sqcm. 
E=Tube plate thickness in mm 
E1= Additional thickness equal to 0.75mm 
C=Co-efficient= 0.40 
D=Diameter of circle between staying point 
F1=Stress=1363 kg/sq.cm 
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Solution :  
Given formulae as  W.P. =[(E-E1)/(CxD)]2XF1 
(1) Tube plate thickness whenever diameter circle between stay tube and shell is 
315mm :  
W.P. =[(E-E1)/(CxD)]2XF1 

 14=[(E-0.75)/(0.4x315)]2x1363 
 [(E-0.75)/(0.4x315)]2 =14/1363 
 (E-0.75)2=163.07 
 E-0.75=√163.07 
 E-0.75=12.77 
 E=12.77+0.75=13.52mm 

(2)Tube plate thickness whenever diameter circle between gusset and shell is 
327mm : 
W.P. =[(E-E1)/(CxD)]2XF1 

 14=[(E-0.75)/(0.4x327)]2x1363 
 [(E-0.75)/(0.4x327)]2 =14/1363 
 (E-0.75)2=175.73 
 E-0.75=√175.73 
 E-0.75=13.26 
 E=13.26+0.75=14.01mm 

(3) Tube plate thickness whenever diameter circle between stay tube and shell is 
300mm : 
W.P. =[(E-E1)/(CxD)]2XF1 
14=[(E-0.75)/(0.4x327)]2x1363 
[(E-0.75)/(0.4x300)]2 =14/1363 
(E-0.75)2=147.91 
E-0.75=√147.91 
E-0.75=12.16 
E=12.16+0.75=12.91mm 

 
Q.7 : A certain coal sample was tested in a bomb calorimeter to determine its 
calorific value. The following readings were recorded : 
Mass of coal sample   =1.253gm 
Mass of water   =2.5Kg 
Water equivalent of the apparatus =765gm 
Temperature rise of water  =2.85*C 
Temperature correction for cooling=(+) 0.018*C 
Estimate the calorific value of the coal sample. Take the specific heat capacity of 
water=4.187KJ/kg*K. 
 
Solution :  
The calorific value of coal can be find out by energy balance method. 
 Energy released by coal sample=Energy gained by water and apparatus. 
Or 0.001253x CV coal=(2.5+0.765)x(2.85+0.018)x 4.187 
 Or  CV coal =[(2.5+0.765)x(2.85+0.018)x 4.187]/0.001253 
Calorific value of Coal =39.207152/0.001253 =31290.62 Kj/kg 
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